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Abstract  14 
This paper presents a methodology for comparing the performance of model-reduction strategies 15 
to be used with a diagnostic methodology for leak detection in water distribution networks. The 16 
goal is to find reduction strategies that are suitable for error-domain model falsification, a model 17 
based data interpretation methodology. Twelve reduction strategies are derived from five strategy 18 
categories. Categories differ according to the manner in which nodes are selected for deletion. A 19 
node is selected for deletion according to: (1) the diameter of the pipes; (2) the number of pipes 20 
linked to a node; (3) the angle of the pipes in the case of two-pipe nodes; (4) the distribution of the 21 
water demand; and, (5) a pair-wise combination of some categories. 22 
The methodology is illustrated using part of a real network. Performance is evaluated first by 23 
judging the equivalency of the reduced network with the initial network (before the application of 24 
any reduction procedure) and secondly, by assessing the compatibility with the diagnostic 25 
methodology. The results show that for each reduction strategy the equivalency of networks is 26 
verified. Computational time can be reduced to less than 20% of the non-reduced network in the 27 
best case. Results of diagnostic performance show that the performance decreases when using 28 
reduced networks. The reduction strategy with the best diagnostic performance is that based on the 29 
angle of two-pipe nodes, with an angle threshold of 165°. In addition, the sensitivity of the 30 
performance of the reduced networks to variation in leak intensity is evaluated. Results show that 31 
the reduction strategies where the number of nodes is significantly reduced are the most sensitive. 32 
Finally this paper describes a Pareto analysis that is used to select the reduction strategy that is a 33 
good compromise between reduction of computational time and performance of the diagnosis. In 34 
this context, the extension strategy is the most attractive. 35 
 36 
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1. Introduction 39 
Drinking water is one of the most precious resources for humanity. Annually, 184 billion 40 
USD are spent on clean water supply worldwide: however, collectively, water utilities lose an 41 
estimated 9.6 billion USD each year due to water leakage (Sensus, 2012). In addition, one 42 
third of reporting countries lose more than 40% of clean water pumped through distribution 43 
systems due to leaks, and worldwide, countries lose 20% of their clean water on average. 44 
Through reducing these leaks by just 5% and pipe bursts by 10%, utilities could save up to 4.6 45 
billion USD. 46 
The Sensus survey also includes a prediction that leak reductions can also lead to economies 47 
related to producing and purchasing water as well as reduced energy consumption required to 48 
pump and treat water for distribution. According to this survey, the need for leak detection 49 
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services has been recognized by most global water utilities. However, only 40% of utilities 50 
reported having leak detection services. At this time, most utilities react to leakage on an ad-51 
hoc basis, responding to obvious leaks and bursts and repairing infrastructure as required. 52 
Therefore, there is a need for more rational and systematic strategies for managing this 53 
infrastructure. This leads to requirements for efficient monitoring of water-supply networks. 54 
Advanced sensor-based diagnostic methodologies have the potential to provide enhanced 55 
management support.  56 
Several studies have involved leak detection in fresh-water supply networks. Hope (1892) 57 
studied water losses in public supplies. Babbitt et al. (1920) described examples of leak-58 
detection methods such as visual observation and sounding through the soil with a steel rod. 59 
Other more advanced techniques, including water-hammer techniques and acoustic 60 
measurements were also examined nearly one hundred years ago. 61 
There are both direct and indirect leak detection techniques. Various direct techniques were 62 
developed such as leak-noise correlation (Grunwell and Ratcliffe, 1981, Gao et al., 2006, Gao 63 
et al., 2009), pig-mounted acoustic sensing (Mergelas and Henrich, 2005), and ground 64 
penetrating radar (Demirci et al., 2012). Although these techniques are considered the most 65 
accurate for leak detection, they are not appropriate for monitoring large networks due to their 66 
high cost. These methods complement other methods by precisely locating leaks in network 67 
segments that have already been identified.     68 
There are several categories of indirect leak detection techniques. Two common methods are 69 
water balance (Lambert and Hirner, 2000) and night flow measurement at district metered 70 
areas (DMA) (Morrison, 2004). The principle of water balance is to audit the network in order 71 
to force equality between water placed into the distribution system and water taken out. In the 72 
night flow DMA method, the network is separated into areas and the water that comes in and 73 
out is metered. Water loss is estimated by taking these measurements when the demand is 74 
minimal, at night. 75 
Another category is the transient-based techniques which use pressure measurement. These 76 
techniques use measured transient signals to detect leaks. Colombo et al. (2009) completed a 77 
review of transient-based leak detection methods and sorted them into three types: inverse-78 
transient analysis (Vítkovský et al., 2000, 2007), frequency-domain techniques and direct 79 
transient analysis (Whittle et al., 2010, Whittle et al., 2013, Srirangarajan et al., 2010). 80 
Uncertainties associated with these systems affect the accuracy of results. Many techniques 81 
within this category are primarily used on single, underground pipelines (Puust et al., 2010). 82 
Most are currently not available to be used on complex water distribution networks. An 83 
exception is the study presented by Whittle et al. (2013). However, in this case, slow leak 84 
development requires other detection methods.  85 
Other techniques are based on comparisons of measurements with predictions obtained from 86 
hydraulic models. This challenge is often formulated as an optimization task. The goal is to 87 
minimize the differences between the measurements taken on the network and predicted 88 
values from flow models. Such techniques are often based on minimization of least-squares 89 
(Pudar and Liggett, 1992, Andersen and Powell, 2000). Mounce et al. (2009, 2011) developed 90 
a methodology using machine learning and fuzzy inference. Another methodology is 91 
Bayesian inference. Poulakis et al. (2003) have proposed a Bayesian system-identification 92 
methodology for leakage detection. Other studies were presented by Rougier (2005), Puust et 93 
al. (2006) and Barandouzi et al. (2012). Romano et al. (2012, 2013, 2014) used Bayesian 94 
inference in a pipe burst detection framework. The applicability of these methodologies to 95 
real networks may be limited under certain circumstances. Hypotheses made when using 96 
either traditional residual minimization or Bayesian inference techniques are usually 97 
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impossible to meet due to systematic modelling errors and the unknown values of correlations 98 
that are induced (Goulet and Smith, 2013b). 99 
Due to the size and the complexity of water distribution networks in cities, it is advantageous 100 
to include network reduction techniques in diagnostic methodologies. The principle of 101 
reducing a network to a simpler equivalent network is common in electrical engineering. 102 
Analogies between electrical and hydraulic networks were used to develop an algorithm to 103 
simplify water-distribution networks (Ulanicki et al., 1996, Martinez Alzamora et al., 2014).  104 
As has been done for electrical networks by Balabanian and Bickart (1969), the theory of 105 
linear graphs has been used to build mathematical models of water networks. The principle of 106 
the methodology is to linearize the non-linear system and then apply Gaussian elimination to 107 
perform the reduction (Hämmerlin and Hoffmann, 1991). The last step involves transforming 108 
the linear reduced system to retrieve non-linearity. In this way, the reduced equivalent system 109 
preserves the hydraulic behavior and the non-linearity of the initial system.  110 
The reduction algorithm developed by Ulanicki has been used by several researchers, each 111 
varying according to the strategy that was used to choose which nodes and pipes to eliminate. 112 
Preis et al. (2009, 2011) used the algorithm to estimate hydraulic state in urban water 113 
networks by deleting pipes under a given diameter. The reduction algorithm has also been 114 
used for water quality analysis (Perelman et al., 2008, Perelman and Ostfeld, 2008, Perelman 115 
and Ostfeld, 2011). A graph-search algorithm reduced networks by eliminating the nodes in 116 
such a way that the reduced network maintains water quality properties.  117 
Currently, studies have described only one reduction strategy at a time. Comparisons among 118 
reduction strategies have yet to be completed. In addition, the gain in computational time 119 
when using a reduced model has not been quantified except in the paper from Preis et al. 120 
(2011) (again, for one strategy). Moreover, Ulanicki’s reduction techniques have not been 121 
combined with a data-interpretation technique to develop a leak detection methodology.  122 
The task of finding a good compromise between two or more goals involves multi-criteria 123 
decision making. A simple way of solving this challenge is to first find a set of Pareto-optimal 124 
solutions (Pareto, 1896) and then perform further analysis on a smaller set of solutions. This 125 
type of multi-criteria decision making is used in many researches. Nouiri (2014) developed a 126 
tool to optimize water resource management using the Pareto optimality concept. Mala-127 
Jetmarova et al. (2014) studied the trade-offs between water quality and pumping cost 128 
objectives. No study was found that used Pareto optimization for selecting network-reduction 129 
strategies. 130 
Model falsification for leak detection was developed initially by Robert-Nicoud et al (2005). 131 
A model-based system-identification method originally proposed for structures was applied to 132 
leak detection in hydraulic networks.  In a subsequent study, Goulet and Smith (2013a) 133 
developed a model falsification method for infrastructure diagnosis. The methodology, called 134 
error-domain model falsification, was developed principally for bridge diagnosis. Using this 135 
methodology, a preliminary study has been carried out on leak detection (Goulet et al., 2013). 136 
A follow-on study using error-domain falsification has been performed by Moser and Smith 137 
(2013). None of these studies involve network reduction. 138 
This paper describes a methodology for evaluating network reduction strategies. The goal is 139 
to choose the strategy which is most compatible with the error-domain model falsification 140 
framework. Twelve network reduction strategies for water-network management are 141 
compared using part of the water supply network in Lausanne, Switzerland for illustration. 142 
The reduced network is then used with a model falsification methodology for detecting leaks. 143 
Gains in computation time are quantified and compared. In addition, the effect of the leak 144 
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severity on the effectiveness of reduction is evaluated. Finally this paper identifies, using 145 
Pareto analysis, strategies that provide good compromises between performance and 146 
computational time.  147 
Section 2 describes the error-domain falsification methodology and the principle of the 148 
network reduction. Section 3 presents the reduction strategies studied in this paper. Finally 149 
Section 4 includes an analysis of the results obtained using the reduction strategies.  150 
2. Methodology 151 
In this section the strategies used for network reduction are explained. The principle of error-152 
domain model falsification is also described. Finally, a description of the leak-detection 153 
methodology obtained by combining these two principles is provided. 154 
Network reduction 155 
The network reduction technique used for this study was developed by Ulanicki et al. (1996). 156 
This section explains the principle of this technique. More precise explanations, such as the 157 
complete mathematical formulation of the methodology can be found in Ulanicki’s paper. 158 
This reduction technique is based on similarities between electrical networks and hydraulic 159 
networks. In the same way that the Ohm’s law gives a potential difference in the function of 160 
current and resistance, the Hazen-Williams hydraulic model predicts the head-loss in a pipe as 161 
a function of the flow and the “resistance” of the pipe. The Hazen-Williams relation may also 162 
be given in the inverse form (1), the flow (𝑞𝑞) as a function of conductance (𝑔𝑔) and headloss 163 
(∆ℎ). Conductance is function of pipe length, pipe diameter and the Hazen-Williams pipe-164 
friction coefficient.  165 
 𝑞𝑞 = 𝑔𝑔|∆ℎ|0.54 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠(∆ℎ) (1) 
With the Hazen-Williams relation and node-branch incidence matrix (Λ), a mathematical 166 
model of the entire network can be built (2). The incidence matrix, a concept taken from 167 
linear graph theory, represents the topology of the network. For a network of m nodes and n 168 
pipes, the incidence matrix size is m x n. This matrix (Λ) provides the link between the pipe 169 
flow vector (𝑸𝑸(𝚫𝚫𝒉𝒉) = (𝑞𝑞1(Δℎ1), … , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 (Δℎ𝑛𝑛))𝑇𝑇 ) and the nodal demand vector (𝒒𝒒𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 170 
=�𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜1, … , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚 �𝑇𝑇 ). Each element of the pipe flow vector can be written as a function of 171 
head loss using the Hazen-Williams relation (1). The resulting mathematical model represents 172 
a relation between the head loss and nodal demand. 173 
 Λ𝑸𝑸(𝚫𝚫𝒉𝒉) = 𝒒𝒒𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜   (2) 
The second step of the reduction technique is to perform a linearization of the model. In order 174 
to linearize the model, the assumption of small variations under a given operation point, 175 
defined by nodal head (𝒉𝒉𝟎𝟎) and nodal demand (𝒒𝒒𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 0), is made. This leads to a linear model 176 
(3) of the system represented by the linearized branch conductance matrix (𝑨𝑨) that multiplies 177 
the vector of the nodal head variations (δ𝒉𝒉 =  𝒉𝒉 − 𝒉𝒉𝟎𝟎) to obtain the vector of nodal demand 178 
variations (𝛿𝛿𝒒𝒒𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝒒𝒒𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝒒𝒒𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 0).  179 
 𝑨𝑨 δ𝒉𝒉 = 𝛿𝛿𝒒𝒒𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜    (3) 
The linearized branch conductance matrix is a symmetric matrix with as many rows and 180 
columns as nodes. The elements [k, l] of this matrix (k ≠ l) represent the linearized 181 
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conductance of the pipe between Node k and Node l; if it’s null then there is no connection 182 
between these two nodes. The elements (k, k) of the diagonal represent the node conductance 183 
which is equal to the sum of the conductance of all pipes connected to Node k. 184 
The third step is to remove the desired nodes by eliminating the corresponding rows and 185 
columns from the linearized model by using the Gauss elimination algorithm. For example, 186 
when eliminating node k, each row of the matrix corresponding to a neighbouring node (node 187 
connected to node k) is subtracted from a multiple of the row k. The constant used in this 188 
multiplication is chosen for each row such that the k-th element of the row becomes zero. Due 189 
to this, the multiple is equal to the linearized conductance of the pipe between the two nodes 190 
divided by the conductance of node k. This gives for each element 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of the matrix 𝑨𝑨 the 191 
following relation (4).  192 
 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘/𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (4) 
In the same way, the demand of node k is redistributed to its neighbouring nodes. For each 193 
neighbouring node the demand is subtracted from a multiple of the nodal demand of k. 194 
Likewise, the linearized conductance of the pipes connected to node k are either assigned to 195 
the remaining pipes or to a new one. Therefore, for each demand 𝛿𝛿𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 the following relation is 196 
used, equation (5). 197 
 𝛿𝛿𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 =  𝛿𝛿𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 − 𝛿𝛿𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘/𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (5) 
The last step is to return to a non-linear model by transforming the linearized conductance for 198 
each pipe into a non-linear conductance. The length of each pipe is determined by the distance 199 
between the nodes which are connected to each other. For the diameter and friction 200 
coefficients, one of these parameters is fixed and the other is computed from the definition of 201 
the conductance. For this study, the friction coefficient has been fixed because all the pipes 202 
are considered the same material.  203 
The model of the network used is only constituted by the main pipes of the network. For this 204 
network, the majority of the main pipes are composed of cast iron. For this reason, it is 205 
admissible to model the network with the same material for all pipes. Since the non-reduced 206 
network is modelled using the same material, pipes of reduced networks were modelled in the 207 
same way by maintaining the Hazen-Willams friction factor constant.  208 
Error-domain model falsification 209 
Figure 1 shows the principle of model falsification. Measurements of system quantities (𝒚𝒚) 210 
are compared with predictions of the same quantities (𝒈𝒈(𝒔𝒔)). Predictions are obtained by 211 
simulating scenarios (𝒔𝒔) using the model of the system (𝒈𝒈( )). Each scenario is a 212 
representation of a possible state of the system. Scenarios chosen have to cover the entire 213 
range of behaviour that the system-identification method should be able to recognise. To 214 
compare measurements with prediction involves modelling errors and measurement errors. 215 
Measurement errors are mainly due to sensor resolution (precision of the measure) since noise 216 
and sensor bias are usually negligible. In practice, noise may be reduced by filtering and 217 
sensor bias by sensor calibration. Modelling errors are due to the model simplification and to 218 
the errors included in the model parameters. Values of these parameters that are usually not 219 
known precisely are based either on the network plans, measurements or estimations.  220 
Modelling errors and measurement errors may be represented by random variables 221 
(𝑼𝑼𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎,𝑼𝑼𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒔𝒔). The random variable (𝑼𝑼𝒄𝒄)  corresponds to the combined uncertainty 222 
obtained by subtracting 𝑼𝑼𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒔𝒔  from 𝑼𝑼𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎. The probability density function (pdf) of 𝑼𝑼𝒄𝒄 223 
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describes the probability for the possible outcomes of the difference between predictions and 224 
measurements. This pdf is calculated by using a Monte-Carlo approach. In this way, the 225 
combined uncertainty is obtained by computing a high number of samples with varied random 226 
variables (𝑼𝑼𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎,𝑼𝑼𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒔𝒔). 227 
Threshold bounds (𝑻𝑻𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒍𝒍,𝑻𝑻𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒈𝒈𝒉𝒉) are defined using this pdf by taking the shortest interval 228 
including a probability of  𝜑𝜑 (for example, 95%). In Figure 1 a simplified case is illustrated 229 
for one measurement; however, multiple measurements are generally used. For these cases, 230 
error-domain model falsification involves multidimensional pdfs. To ensure a probability of 𝜑𝜑 231 
on the multidimensional pdf, the target probability, used for computing threshold bounds for 232 
each measurement, is obtained using the Šidák correction and becomes 𝜑𝜑1/𝑛𝑛  where n is the 233 
number of measurements obtained (Abdi, 2007).  234 
Threshold bounds are used as criterion to falsify or keep a scenario. The difference between 235 
measured and predicted values (𝒈𝒈(𝒔𝒔) − 𝒚𝒚) is computed for each scenario. If this number 236 
(vector, if multiple measurements) is outside the interval defined by the threshold bounds, the 237 
scenario is falsified. Otherwise, if this difference is within the bounds for each measurement, 238 
then the scenario is deemed a candidate solution. Since likelihood distributions are not well 239 
known, no candidate solution is considered to be more likely than another. This means that 240 
each candidate scenario is considered to have the same probability to be the solution of the 241 
diagnosis. The methodology does not lead to the most probable solution.  242 
 243 
Figure 1 Scheme of the falsification process 244 
Application to leak detection 245 
The objective of this research is to combine error-domain model falsification with a network-246 
reduction strategy in order to develop an efficient leak-detection methodology for complex 247 
water supply networks. This methodology is capable of considering biased uncertainties 248 
which are typically present in modelling challenges. In addition by using the reduction 249 
process, the leak detection methodology is applicable to complex water distribution networks.  250 
This methodology includes three steps (Figure 2). The first step is to obtain a simpler 251 
equivalent configuration of the network in order to reduce the complexity of the numerical 252 
model. The second step is to compare in situ flow measurements with flow predictions 253 
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obtained from a population of leak scenarios. This is done by observing the difference 254 
obtained by subtracting measured values from predicted values.    255 
Each leak scenario represents a different leak configuration of the system. For this study, 256 
scenarios are constructed following two hypotheses: (1) there is only one leak; and, (2) it 257 
occurs at the nodes.  The configurations are obtained by varying leak position (the node where 258 
the leak occurs) and the leak intensity (the flow going out through the leak). This means that 259 
the number of scenarios is, for this case, equal to the number of nodes multiplied by the 260 
number of intensities considered. It is not necessary to consider leaks that occur at 261 
intermediate points of pipes because due to uncertainties only leak regions will be identified. 262 
In order to compare results from reduced networks with those from the initial network, the 263 
leaks are modelled for all the networks at the nodes of the non-reduced network. This 264 
provides a consistent number of scenarios for each network. When a leak occurs on a 265 
eliminated node, the leakage is distributed on the remaining nodes, following the reduction 266 
technique. 267 
Since leaks occur at the nodes, they are modelled, in the simulation software (EPANET), by 268 
varying nodal demands. Due to this, as the uncertainty of the demand increases, it becomes 269 
increasingly difficult to differentiate a leak from a change in nodal demand. To reduce this 270 
error, the measurements are taken when consumption is the smallest, during the night. Other 271 
parameters may be considered such as tank level, water demand and income flow at the 272 
pumps. Consideration of all parameters is necessary in a practical case. However, to keep 273 
from unnecessarily increasing the number of scenarios, only leak position and intensity are 274 
considered in this study.  275 
The last step is to eliminate the scenarios which are incompatible with the measurements. 276 
Scenarios are falsified using threshold values obtained by combining measurement and 277 
modelling uncertainties. If the difference between flow measurements and flow predictions of 278 
leak scenarios is outside the threshold then the scenario is falsified. Finally, scenarios that are 279 
not falsified are leak configurations that are capable of explaining the measurements. 280 
Therefore, they are considered to be candidate scenarios. 281 
 282 
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 283 
Figure 2 Step of the leak detection strategy 284 
3. Reduction strategies 285 
In this paper, five categories of water-supply-network-reduction strategies are presented. 286 
Several processes can be designed to reduce a network according to certain criteria. These 287 
criteria are used to determine the nodes in the network which are eliminated. This section 288 
focuses on the reduction strategies that are used for this study. 289 
Study case 290 
In this paper, the reduction processes are tested on one of the water supply networks of the 291 
city of Lausanne. This network is not connected to the other networks of the city of Lausanne; 292 
it is totally independent. All the networks in Lausanne are isolated from one another.  293 
This network (Figure 3) contains 295 pipes and 265 nodes and is equipped with three flow-294 
meters. In the figure, the demand nodes are represented by the white circles, the pipes by the 295 
black lines and each of three sensor locations by an ´x´. A pipe with a sensor cannot be 296 
removed in the reduction process. For this reason, nodes attached to these pipes are labeled 297 
‘irremovable’. All the studies in this paper are performed using this network and this sensor 298 
configuration. It assumed that this network contains sufficient complexity to be able to 299 
provide a meaningful test of reduction-strategy performance.  300 
For this study case, the distribution of the demand on each node (nodal demand) is not 301 
known; only the demand of the entire network (global demand) is known. Therefore, the 302 
nodal demand is modelled, for each node, using an exponential distribution with the mean 303 
equal to the average nodal consumption. The average nodal consumption is the global 304 
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consumption divided by the number of nodes. The exponential distribution is a good 305 
representation for water demand since there is a high probability to have low consumption 306 
and low probability to have high consumption. The predictions are computed by performing 307 
steady state simulations.  308 
The global demand used in this study is the minimum demand obtained from the hourly 309 
averaged demand of the network; this represents a global demand of 416 l/min.  310 
 311 
Figure 3 Initial diagram of the city of Lausanne water supply network 312 
Pipe diameter 313 
The first reduction process is based on the diameter of the pipes. Initially, a pipe diameter 314 
limit is defined, and then all the pipes having a diameter higher than this specified limit are 315 
selected. All nodes which are not linked to the selected pipes are then eliminated. The use of 316 
the Gaussian process to eliminate the nodes ensures the connectivity of the reduced network 317 
by creating fictitious pipes if necessary. Figure 4 shows the result of this reduction procedure, 318 
using a pipe diameter limit of 150mm. For a better comparison, pipes of the non-reduced 319 
network are represented in grey on the same figure. The reduced network has 224 pipes and 320 
196 nodes. 321 
 322 
Figure 4 Network reduced through simplifying the pipes with a diameter smaller than 150mm. 323 
Extension 324 
The second reduction process is based on the elimination of the extremity pipes. The decision 325 
criterion for this process is the number of pipes to which each node is connected. Each node 326 
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that is linked with only one pipe is eliminated. After the application of this principle, some 327 
other nodes will be linked with only one pipe. For this reason, this process has to be applied 328 
iteratively, as long as nodes that fill the criterion are found. The principle of this reduction 329 
strategy is described in Figure 5. This example shows that in the first step Node 1 is 330 
eliminated because it is connected to only on pipe. After that, Node 2 becomes a node 331 
connected to only one pipe; for this reason, Node 2 is eliminated in the second step. The result 332 
is the elimination of the entire extension. Figure 6 shows the result for this reduction 333 
procedure, with the non-reduced network represented in grey. The reduced network has 175 334 
nodes and 204 pipes.  335 
 336 
Figure 5 Example of extension elimination 337 
 338 
Figure 6 Network reduced by eliminating all the extension nodes 339 
 340 
Angle 341 
The third reduction process is based on the angle between two pipes connected to the same 342 
node. The goal of this procedure is to eliminate the nodes that are in series while maintaining 343 
the general topology of the network. If the reduced network diverges too much from the initial 344 
network (regarding the topology), some regions of the network may be neglected in the leak 345 
detection process. The topology is maintained to ensure that the identification process covers 346 
the main regions of the network. First the nodes connected with only two pipes are selected. 347 
Following this, each node specified by an angle between its pipes larger than a pre-348 
determined limit is eliminated. The principle of this reduction strategy is described in Figure 349 
7. In this scheme, the pipes attached to the central node form an angle (α) larger than the angle 350 
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limit. For this reason, this node is then eliminated. Figure 8 shows the result of this reduction 351 
process with an angle limit of 150°, with the non-reduced network represented in grey. The 352 
reduced network has 230 pipes and 201 nodes. 353 
 354 
Figure 7 Example of node elimination by angle limit 355 
 356 
Figure 8 Network reduced through simplifying two-pipe nodes when the angle between them is greater than 150° 357 
Consumption 358 
The fourth reduction process presented in this paper considers the yearly consumption values 359 
throughout the water supply network. The goal is to design a procedure which eliminates the 360 
nodes associated with low consumption. Each of the consumption values are assigned to the 361 
nearest node. The highest consumption value is deemed 100%, and the remainder of the 362 
consumption values is adjusted pro-rata. For this reduction process the criterion for selecting 363 
the nodes to eliminate is the consumption percentage. All the nodes under a specified limit are 364 
deleted. Figure 10 shows the result for this reduction process with a limit of 50%, with the 365 
non-reduced network represented in grey. The reduced network is constituted of 295 pipes 366 
and 180 nodes.  367 
This example shows that the reduction strategy does not lead, in each case, to a reduction of 368 
the number of pipes. In this case the number of pipes is equal to the non-reduced network. In 369 
addition the network is chaotic with some pipes crossing over each other. The reason for this 370 
behavior is that if a node that is connected with more than three nodes is eliminated, then the 371 
number of pipes increases.  372 
Figure 9 shows how a node is eliminated in each of the following four cases: (a) two-pipe 373 
nodes, (b) three-pipe nodes, (c) four-pipe nodes, and (d) five-pipe nodes. In each case, the 374 
central node is deleted. For the two-pipe nodes, the node elimination reduces the number of 375 
pipes by one. In the case of the three-pipe nodes, the number of pipes remains the same. For 376 
the case of four-pipe nodes, the number of pipes increases from four to six. Finally for the 377 
five-pipe nodes, the number of pipes increases from five to ten. 378 
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This explains how it is possible to increase the number of pipes in instances when the number 379 
of nodes is reduced. The same behavior is observed for reduction using the pipe diameter 380 
when the specified diameter limit is substantially high. Physically, when a node is eliminated, 381 
all the nodes connected to that node have to be connected to one another in order to maintain 382 
the equivalency of the system. It is similar to the process in electrical engineering known as 383 
the star-mesh transformation (Rosen, 1924).  384 
 385 
Figure 9 Example of node elimination for: (a) two pipe node, (b) three pipe node, (c) four pipe node and (d) five 386 
pipe node.  387 
 388 
Figure 10 Network reduced by eliminating nodes with a yearly consumption smaller that 50% in comparison 389 
with the highest one. 390 
Combination extension and angle 391 
In the fifth reduction process, the second (extension) and third (angle) processes are 392 
combined. Figure 11 shows the result of this combination using the angle limit of 150° on the 393 
network of the city of Lausanne, with the non-reduced network represented in grey. The 394 
reduced network is constituted of 123 pipes and 94 nodes. In this case the extension strategy 395 
is applied before the angle strategy. For the results, both cases are studied, the case when 396 
extension is applied first (Extension & Angle 150°) and the case when angle is applied first 397 
(Angle 150° & Extension).     398 
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 399 
Figure 11 Network reduced using a combination of angle and extension 400 
4. Results 401 
Reduction 402 
For each of the five reduction strategies described above, the magnitude of the reduction in 403 
size of the network is quantified based on the resultant number of nodes and pipes. These 404 
values are displayed in Table 1. These results show that the reduction strategy that is the most 405 
efficient considering only the number of pipes and nodes eliminated is the Extension & Angle 406 
150°. It suppresses 64.5% of the nodes and decreases the number of pipes by 58.3%. In 407 
comparison, the second best strategy in terms of node reduction, with 60.8%, is not as strong 408 
for the number pipes - only a 37.3% reduction. The reason is the same as for reduction 409 
strategies based on consumption. These two categories of reduction strategies lead to 410 
elimination of nodes with more than three connections and this increases the number of pipes 411 
(Figure 9). 412 
Table 1 Comparison of the number of nodes and pipes obtained after the reduction following 5 reductions 413 
strategies 414 
 415 
Reduction Procedure Number of Nodes Node reduction [%] Number of Pipes Pipe reduction [%] 
Initial Network 265 - 295 - 
Consumption 5% 222 16.2 278 5.76 
Consumption 10% 207 21.9 281 4.75 
Consumption 25% 189 28.7 274 7.12 
Consumption 50% 180 32.1 295 0 
Diameter 150 196 26.0 224 24.1 
Diameter 200 104 60.8 185 37.3 
Extension 175 34.0 204 30.9 
Angle 135° 196 26.0 225 23.7 
Angle 150° 201 24.2 230 22.0 
Angle 165° 216 18.5 245 17.0 
Extension & Angle 150° 94 64.5 123 58.3 
Angle 150° & Extension 129 51.3 158 46.4 
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Hydraulic equivalency 416 
Table 2 shows simulation results for flows at sensor positions in terms of the difference 417 
between the initial network and reduced networks. The numerical simulations have been 418 
carried out using the water distribution network simulation software EPANET (Rossman, 419 
2000). The flow calculated at each of the three sensor locations is extracted, and those for the 420 
reduced networks are compared with those for the initial network. These results show that, for 421 
most of the strategies presented in this paper, the relative error is less than one percent. Only 422 
the strategies Consumption 50% and Diameter 200 create an error that is greater than one 423 
percent. These two strategies are cases where many new pipes are added due to elimination of 424 
nodes with more than three connections. The errors present from computing the conductance 425 
of these fictitious pipes influences the pipe measurement predictions due to the way in which 426 
the flow is distributed in the network.  427 
Table 2 Comparison of flows at sensor positions in terms of the difference between the initial network and 428 
reduced networks 429 
 430 
Computational time 431 
The principal motivation for the use of a reduced network is to decrease computation time. 432 
Table 3 gives the relative computation time, in comparison with the non-reduced network, for 433 
the twelve reduction strategies. These represent the time necessary to compute the threshold 434 
for each pipe of the system. The thresholds are computed using 105 Monte-Carlo simulations 435 
to combine modelling and measurement uncertainties. The modelling uncertainty is a 436 
combination of errors due to the model simplification and the model parameters. These 437 
parameter uncertainties (i.e., pipe diameter, pipe roughness and node elevation) are computed 438 
for each reduced network using Monte-Carlo simulation. This means that the errors 439 
introduced by using the reduced network will further influence the threshold values. Then, the 440 
pdf of the combined uncertainty for each pipe is obtained by simulating a total of 105 samples 441 
with varied random variables. Thresholds are determined by taking 95% of this pdf.  442 
This is done for each possible sensor location. Results show that simplifying the network can 443 
lead to a computational time as low as 18.2% of that of the initial network.  444 
 Flowmeter 1 Flowmeter 2 Flowmeter 3 
Reduction Strategy Difference [%] Difference [%] Difference [%] 
Consumption 5% 0.18 0.00 0.04 
Consumption 10% 0.08 0.01 0.03 
Consumption 25% 0.01 0.01 0.04 
Consumption 50% 5.54 0.04 0.04 
Diameter 150 0.17 0.00 0.00 
Diameter 200 4.76 0.03 1.90 
Extension 0.18 0.00 0.00 
Angle 135° 0.19 0.01 0.02 
Angle 150° 0.19 0.01 0.04 
Angle 165° 0.18 0.00 0.02 
Extension & Angle 150° 0.19 0.01 0.14 
Angle 150° & Extension 0.19 0.01 0.04 
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For reduction strategies that are based on consumption, computation time may increase.  This 445 
is due to an increase in the number of pipes for reduction strategies that lead to elimination of 446 
nodes that are connected to more than three pipes, see Figure 9. 447 
Table 3 Relative computation time for each network reduction strategies 448 
Expected identifiability  449 
The performance of the reduced networks is compared using a cumulative distribution (CDF) 450 
function for the expected number of candidate scenarios. This CDF is built by testing a large 451 
number of simulated leaks on the water supply network. For each leak, the number of 452 
candidate scenarios is computed using the error-domain model falsification procedure 453 
presented above. To have the same leak scenarios for all the networks, the leaks were 454 
simulated on the same number of nodes as the non-reduced network. When the leak occurs on 455 
an eliminated node, it is redistributed to remaining nodes in the same way as the demand. The 456 
leak scenarios are simulated using the same reduced model for each network strategy. 457 
hypothesis is made that when adding a leak to the network, the model parameters remain 458 
within the range of validity for the reduced model.  459 
 460 
Figure 12 CDF for the expected number of candidate leak scenario in the case of a leak severity of 100 l/min for 461 
the non-reduced network 462 
 Relative Computational Time [%] 
Initial Network 100 
Consumption 5% 74.9 
Consumption 10% 89.2 
Consumption 25% 89.3 
Consumption 50% 108.6 
Diameter 150 47.9 
Diameter 200 32.4 
Extension 40.3 
Angle 135° 48.7 
Angle 150° 67.4 
Angle 165° 76.2 
Extension & Angle 150° 18.2 
Angle 150° & Extension 30.2 
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The CDF for the non-reduced network (Figure 12) provides a reference for comparison. This 463 
graph shows that there is a 95% probability to identify less than 127 candidate leak scenarios 464 
(or to falsify more than 138 leak scenarios). This means that, for this three sensor 465 
configuration, in 95% of cases it is possible to reduce the population of candidate leak 466 
scenarios to half, for a leak intensity of 100 l/min. With a 75% probability, it is possible to 467 
falsify less than 93 candidate leak scenarios while with a 50% probability, less than 72 468 
candidate leak scenarios are falsified.  469 
In practice, this means that the utility manager only needs to search for the leak location on 470 
half of the network. Even if the network is equipped with only three sensors, these results 471 
show that it should be possible when combined with a pinpointing method (acoustic 472 
correlation) that utility managers already use, to reduce the search time by half on this 473 
network. 474 
The performance of the reduced network is lower than the reference case if its CDF is 475 
positioned to the right of the reference network CDF. More specifically, when considering the 476 
same probability, the number of candidate leak scenarios becomes larger. 477 
In Figure 13 and Figure 14 the CDFs are given for each reduction strategy studied in this 478 
paper for a leak intensity of 100 l/min. As before, the horizontal axis represents the number of 479 
candidate leak scenarios and the vertical axis is the probability. The values obtained for the 480 
probabilities of 0.95, 0.75 and 0.5 are also given on the horizontal axis. Furthermore, the 481 
cumulative distribution function for the non-reduced network is displayed on each graph for 482 
comparison. 483 
The CDFs for the reduced networks show that the performance decreases in every case in 484 
comparison with the non-reduced network. For each reduced network the expected number of 485 
candidate leak scenarios increases, and thus, the number of scenarios that can be falsified 486 
decreases. Overall, this indicates a decrease in the identifiability of leaks in the reduced 487 
networks in comparison with the non-reduced network. Such behavior is understandable since 488 
a reduced network leads to some loss of information and consequently, the uncertainty 489 
increases. Higher uncertainties imply that the threshold interval is larger than in the non-490 
reduced case. This results in fewer falsified scenarios.  491 
The results show that information loss is not detrimental to the overall performance of the 492 
method. When looking at the 95% probability, the expected number of candidate scenarios is 493 
141 for the worst case (Diameter 200). In comparison with 127 candidate scenarios for the 494 
non-reduced network, such performance is acceptable in all cases. Since this study is 495 
concerned directly with safety aspects, it may be unnecessary to consider a 95% probability; a 496 
75% probability can be considered as a good indicator of performance. 497 
For the reduction strategies based on consumption, the number of expected candidate models 498 
at 75% probability increases as the demand limit increases. For the reduction strategy, 499 
Consumption 5% the expected number of candidate scenarios is 101, and for Consumption 500 
50%, this value rises to 122. This indicates a decrease in the performance that is inversely 501 
related to the increase in the number of eliminated nodes. The same behavior is observed for 502 
all reduction strategies. 503 
When considering the performance alone, by comparison of the results of the reduced 504 
networks with that of the non-reduced network, the reduction strategy, Angle 165°, appears 505 
the most effective. For 75% probability, the number of candidate scenarios is 93 for the non-506 
reduced network and 97 for this reduction strategy.  507 
 508 
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 509 
 510 
 
(a) Consumption 5% 
 
(b) Consumption  10% 
 
(c) Consumption 25% 
 
(d) Consumption 50% 
 
(e) Diameter 150 
 
(f) Diameter 200 
Figure 13 CDFs for the expected number of candidate leak scenarios in the case of a leak severity of 100 l/min 511 
for: Consumption 5% (a), Consumption 10% (b), Consumption 25% (c), Consumption 50% (d), Diameter 150 512 
(e) and Diameter 200 (f) 513 
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(g) Extension 
 
(h) Angle 135° 
 
(i) Angle 150° 
 
(j) Angle 165° 
 
(k) Extension & Angle 150° 
 
(l) Angle 150° & Extension  
Figure 14 CDFs for the expected number of candidate leak scenarios in the case of a leak severity of 100 l/min 514 
for: Extension, (g), Angle 135 (h), Angle 155 (i), Angle 165 (j), Extension & Angle 150 (k) and Angle 150° & 515 
Extension (l) 516 
 517 
 518 
 519 
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In order to choose a reduction strategy that performs well when using error-domain model 520 
falsification for leak detection, the sensitivity of the performance must be analyzed for 521 
different leak intensities, especially for smaller leaks. To reach this goal, the CDFs described 522 
previously have been computed for leak intensities: 25 l/min, 50 l/min, 75 l/min, 100 l/min, 523 
150 l/min and 200 l/min. Figure 15 provides the evolution of the expected number of 524 
candidate leak scenarios for 0.5 (graph (a)), 0.75 (graph (b)), and 0.95 (graph (c)), probability, 525 
respectively, when varying the leak intensity according to this range. In these three graphs the 526 
horizontal axes are the leak intensity in l/min, and the vertical axis provides the number of 527 
expected candidate leak scenarios.  528 
These graphs show that for large leak intensity, the curves are parallel. Decreasing the leak 529 
intensity from 200 l/min to 100 l/min has the same influence on the performance of each 530 
network. However, at 75 l/min a difference is visible. For lower leak intensities, the curves of 531 
three reduced networks (Diameter 200, Angle 150 & Extension and Extension & Angle 150) 532 
increase at a greater rate than those of the other reduction networks, indicating that the 533 
decrease in performance is faster for these three reduction strategies than for the others when 534 
the leak severity decreases.  535 
Such decrease in performance with these three networks is due to high reductions in node 536 
numbers. Also, the demand is modelled at each node using the assumptions described below. 537 
For this study case, the nodal demand is modelled, for each node, using an exponential 538 
distribution with the mean equal to the average nodal consumption.  539 
The non-reduced network and all reduced networks have the same global consumption.  For 540 
one network, the mean of nodal demand is equal to the average nodal demand (global demand 541 
divided by the number of nodes). Due to this, the more nodes eliminated, the larger the value 542 
of the mean nodal demand. This implies that the critical point – when the leak intensity is 543 
along the same order of magnitude as the mean nodal demand – is reached faster for the 544 
reduced networks with fewer nodes. When this occurs, the diagnostic process is unable to 545 
differentiate a leak from a variation of the demand. 546 
The graphs show that the reduction networks that are least sensitive to the leak intensity 547 
variation are the following: Extension, Angle (135 - 165), Consumption 5% and 10%. 548 
 549 
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(a) Probability = 0.5 (b) Probability = 0.75 (c) Probability = 0.95 
Figure 15 Evolution of the expected number of candidate leak scenarios for: (a) 0.5 probability, (b) 0.75 550 
probability and (c) 0.95 probability  551 
Pareto Analysis 552 
To select the reduction strategies that are most suited for leak detection using model 553 
falsification, a compromise must be found between the two criteria: (1) reduction of 554 
computational time; and, (2) diagnostic performance. Pareto analysis is used to focus the 555 
compromise on non-dominated cases. The first step is to find reduction strategies on the 556 
Pareto front. Each compromise on this front is dominated by no other compromise. The 557 
second step is to select the cases that are the most interesting for this application.  558 
Considering the performance, the criteria chosen are the following: (1) the expected number 559 
of candidate leak scenarios with a probability of 75%; (2) the leak intensity. Instead of 560 
computing the Pareto front for the performance at all leak intensities at once, the 561 
performances at each intensity are compared separately. Then, all Pareto analyses are 562 
considered, and the front which yields the highest number of dominated strategies (Figure 16) 563 
is employed to determine the best reduction strategies.   564 
The case with the lowest number of elements on the Pareto front is the leak intensity of 565 
75l/min (Figure 16). The horizontal axis gives the relative computational time and the vertical 566 
axis the expected number of candidate leak scenarios. The dashed line is the Pareto front. The 567 
strategies located on the front are: Initial Network, Angle 165°, Extension, Angle 150° & 568 
Extension and Extension & Angle 150°. All other reduction strategies are dominated in this 569 
case. Pareto analyses thus reduce the choice from twelve strategies to four (excluding the 570 
Initial Network).  571 
In addition, the Angle 150° & Extension and Extension & Angle 150° reduction strategies can 572 
be eliminated due to the sensitivity to leak severity as displayed in Figure 15. Although Angle 573 
165 has good performance, the computational time is too high (76.2% in comparison to the 574 
initial network), and thus, this strategy can also be eliminated. Consequently, the result of this 575 
study reveals that the Extension reduction strategy as well suited for leak detection using 576 
model falsification.  577 
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 578 
 579 
Figure 16  Pareto front for comparison of computational time with expected identifiability (75% probability and 580 
75 l/min leak intensity) 581 
5. Discussion 582 
The methodology described in this paper was illustrated using one network with one sensor 583 
configuration. Increasing the number of sensors will increase the performance of the 584 
diagnosis. This will result in cumulative distribution functions that are situated more to the 585 
left of the curves presented in this paper. The conclusions of this paper are therefore not 586 
expected to be influenced by the use of more sensors. Such a generalization probably cannot 587 
be made for a significantly different network. This paper provides a methodology for 588 
determining the best reduction strategy for other networks. It is a tool to help a manager of a 589 
water supply network to adapt this leak methodology to his network.  590 
Using other diagnostic methodologies may not lead to the same conclusions. This study was 591 
carried out assuming the use of model falsification for structural identification. Further work 592 
could involve studies of reduction strategies in combination with other diagnostic 593 
methodologies.  594 
Future work will consist of testing the leak detection methodology that combines network 595 
reduction and error-domain model falsification with measurements in order to illustrate the 596 
strengths and weakness of the methodology through a detailed study of full-scale application. 597 
The performance of the error-domain model falsification framework can be improved by 598 
increasing the quantity of information that is available. Increasing information can be in the 599 
form of additional sensors or a decrease in the unknowns of the system.  600 
6. Conclusions 601 
The analysis of the results leads to the following conclusions.  602 
Reduction strategies used in this paper are useful for reproducing flows with simplified 603 
networks. 604 
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Since it is possible to reduce computational time to up to 20% of the time for the non-reduced 605 
network, gains can be significant. 606 
The strategies that reduce computational time the most are also those which are most sensitive 607 
to leak severity. Strong network reduction may lead to decreased performance for small leaks 608 
faster than networks with lighter reduction. 609 
The reduction procedures that are most suited for leak detection using model falsification are 610 
Consumption 10%, Extension and Angle 135°. A Pareto analysis shows that a good 611 
compromise between the reduction of computational time and diagnostic performance is 612 
given by the Extension reduction strategy. 613 
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